
Accessibility Features on the Chromebook 

The Chromebook has several built-in accessibility options for individuals with disabilities.   

For students with motor disabilities, Automatic Clicks, Sticky Keys, Tap Dragging, and 
adjustments to the touchpad and keyboard settings such as Touchpad Speed and disabling 
Autorepeat of Keys can make the Chromebook easier to use. 

Chromevox, the built-in text-to-speech option, can help support struggling readers but is 
designed primarily for individuals with visual impairments, and it will often over-read items on 
the screen, reading every piece of text that appears on the screen rather than only selected text. 
Other more user-friendly options are listed in this handout. 

If you are using the text-to-speech built into Chrome, you might want to add a high quality voice 
for reading clarity such as US English Female Text-to-Speech from Chrome. 

For individuals with visual impairments, Screen Magnifier enlarges any section of the screen.  
Large Mouse Cursor makes the cursor easier to find and use.  High Contrast Mode can be 
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In the last few years, Google Chrome greatly increased its built-in features, browser 
extensions and online apps that help struggling readers and writers to interact with text. This 
handout contains just a few tools that can help support your students, but there may be more 
extensions and apps to accomplish the same tasks.  New extensions, add-ons and apps come 
out and change frequently on the Chrome Web Store, where all of the resources below are 
available unless otherwise noted, and prices are constantly changing.  Contact your school 
principal or tech coordinator for information on how to acquire apps for your Chromebooks. If 
you have a favorite app or find one that you love, please email the name to me to let me know 
about it! 

Note: The Google Chromebook is a unique device.  Because it doesn’t have a traditional hard 
drive, everything must be done using the Google Chrome web browser.  Except for some built-in 
features and options, all apps are either extensions to Chrome that increase its functions,  online 
apps similar to Google Docs, or websites that accomplish similar goals.  To use some of these, an 
Internet connection is required.
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helpful with students with visual impairments or visual perceptual disabilities such as scotopic 
sensitivity or Irlen Syndrome. 

Visual Impairment Supports 

Color Enhancer -- Free extension -- A color filter to improve color perception of web pages. 

High Contrast -- Free extension --  
Change or invert the color scheme of 
web pages to make them easier to read. 

If you are using Chrome on a computer 
platform, all of these accessibility 
options and more are available  
depending on whether you are using a 
Apple or Windows operating system. 

Reading Supports 

Bookshare -- Streaming Text through Google Chrome browser -- Membership free to 
Bookshare.org if the qualifying individual is currently a student; if not, it is $50 annually 
with a one-time $25 set-up fee 
Bookshare.org is a site from which you can stream over 500,000 books, textbooks, periodicals 
and newspapers straight from the website onto the Chromebook. Bookshare’s services are free 
under a federally funded grant for any student with a qualifying reading disability. 

Snap&Read Universal -- Extension for Co:Writer Universal; Requires a membership; 
contact Don Johnston for a quote --  http://donjohnston.com/snap-read/  
Reads text from a Google Chrome window aloud, and can even alter the reading level of the 
text, translate the text into over 100 languages, and allow for note gathering and bibliography 
help.  Snap&Read collects data on how long each student is reading and to what reading level 
the text has been adapted.  It also works with Bookshare’s streaming books to adapt high level 
text for struggling readers. 

Beeline Reader -- Now works with Bookshare online reader and has extensions to adapt many 
webpages and PDF’s.  Right now this is a free add-on for student users (for others, $10 a year) 
to color code the page of reading to naturally guide your eyes from left to right and prevent line 
skipping and word omission. http://www.beelinereader.com/  

Capti -- Free or Premium for $1.99 a month -- an online interface to download Bookshare 
Books, store them in a library and have text-to-speech with the free version; or with Premium, 
add note-taking, highlighting and bookmarking features. On Windows machines software can be 
downloaded to read books offline as well. www.captivoice.com 

Learning Ally Link App -- Learning Ally is an Audio Library for individuals with print disabilities 
and now has some of their audiobooks with print support.  This app allows you to stream the 
book in Google Chrome and see available text. The app is free with annual membership of $119  
from LearningAlly.org (formerly Recordings for the Blind and Dyslexic).  As a member of 
Learning Ally, you can download specially adapted audiobooks directly to the app.  

Rewordify.com -- Free website -- Copy and paste complex text into the the text box on the 
website and it will simplify the text and allow you to create vocabulary quizzes and customized 
word lists to keep data on your students’ growth. https://rewordify.com/   
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Easy Reader -- Free extension -- Customize how web pages appear to help comprehension.  
You can visually simplify any webpage, or change the background color,  

Fluency Tutor for Google -- Free app with limited features or a paid subscription --  
The teacher version is a tool for assessing a student’s reading level.  The student version allows 
students to open reading passages for timed samples. 

Text-to-Speech for Reading and Writing 

Speak It -- Free extension -- Will read any words seen as text within the Google Chrome 
browser.  It has a fairly high-quality voice and is easy to use with the push of a button. 

Claro Speak -- Free extension -- A word processing and web page interface with text-to-
speech supports and simple word prediction and color overlay for students.  Works well with 
Google Drive; free and subscription versions. 

ATBar -- Free extension -- Reads text to students while also integrating tools to increase text 
size, simplify visual input, and allow students to look up words in the dictionary. 

Scan-to-Read or Optical Character Recognition (OCR) 
For individuals who have difficulty with reading texts on paper such as class handouts, the 
following allow an individual to take a picture of text and have the Chromebook read it for them. 

Google Drive has built-in OCR.  It will allow you to import a picture of text or locked PDF and 
translate it into readable and editable documents.  Import the picture of the text into the Google 
Drive, then simply right-click on the image, select “Open with…” and then select “Google Docs.” 

Snapverter -- App; Users have 10 free initial scans, and then one free scan per week.  Or, 
email texthelp.com for a quote -- An add-on for Read&Write for Google that converts physical 
text documents and inaccessible digital files into editable documents, and also converts text 
from pictures and Bookshare ebooks into Google Docs documents for easy sharing and reading 
aloud in Google Drive. 

Kami -- Free for basic user or Premium user with subscription -- Kami allows PDF 
documents to be annotated and typed onto to help a student complete work sheets.  Kami 
works very well with Co:Writer and Snap&Read to provide text-to-speech, word prediction, and 
voice recognition support for worksheets and school tasks. 

Writing: Word Prediction 
Word prediction helps students write by guessing what the user is trying to spell, giving 
suggested words to help the user complete the word, helping even 
the most “creative” spellers.  Word prediction has actually shown 
improvement in students’ writing skills. 

Co:Writer Universal -- Subscription app and extension; free 
trial, requires membership; contact Don Johnston for quote  
Very strong writing support app and extension that provides both 
text-to-speech and word prediction; works on Google Chromebook, 
iPad, Mac, and PC, and it syncs settings between all devices and 
documents between Google Apps and the Chromebook. This 
support also has topic dictionary support to help with specialized 
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vocabulary and collects data about a student’s writing and word use. 

Read&Write for Google -- Free 30-day Trial for app, free for teacher’s use; see http://
www.texthelp.com/north-america/readwriteforgoogle/ for pricing info -- Now available for the 
Chromebook, this software offers a range of functions, including text-to-speech with highlighting, 
text translation and dictionaries, word prediction, speech recognition, and scan-to-read. 

WordQ -- $14.99 for app or Free Trial -- A strong word prediction app with “flexible” spelling 
options for struggling spellers, as well as speech feedback 

Clicker Writer and Clicker Sentences -- free 
trial, contact CrickSoft for license options --  
For students who need more writing support, 
Clicker Sentences and Clicker Writer offer a 
"Word Wall" writing support tool to help from 
beginning sentence support to vocabulary use 

and building sentences and are exciting new options for student writing support on Chrome. 

Writing: Speech Recognition 
Students can use built-in system voice recognition on WIndows computers and Macs but more 
and more voice recognition is built into extensions and web tools as well. 

Google Voice -- Free integrated into Google Docs -- In a Google Doc, simply pull down the 
"tools" menu and select "Voice Typing."  This will allow a toggle-on/toggle-off option for voice 
recognition support. 

VoiceNote II -- Free app -- Self-contained word processing app with built-in speech recognition.  
Supports multiple languages.  Dictated text can be exported or saved within the app itself. 

Talk Typer -- Free website -- Website that allows the student to dictate passages and then 
copy and paste that text into other word processors such as Google Docs. 

Speechlogger -- Free app -- Speech recognition and text-to-speech.  Written text can be 
exported in multiple forms or translated into multiple languages. 

Note-Taking, Organization, and Study Tools 
There are many free apps and extensions for checking grammar and spelling, including 
Grammarly, Ginger, and the Merriam-Webster Dictionary.   

SAS Tools for Editing -- SAS is offered as a free add-on to Google 
Docs or an app that provides support for the writing and revising 
process.  It can analyze papers for sentence complexity, wordiness and 
even clarity.  It offers suggestions to improve your writing and data 
about overall writing goals. 

OneNote Clipper -- Note-taking extension collection tool for screen 
shots, quotes and highlights across websites.  This tool is connected to 
Microsoft OneNote software/online access.   

Google Keep -- Free -- Great note-taking and collection tool that allows students to take 
pictures or screen shots and much more. Much like a free Evernote! 
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Mic Note -- Free app with limited space or Full app with unlimited note-taking for $4.99 -- 
Take notes and record lectures in the same app.  When reviewing your notes, click on words in 
your notes and hear what was being said when you wrote that note. 

Super Simple Highlighter and Yellow Highlighter Pen for Web are both free extensions that 
allow the user to highlight and collect text in the Chrome browser. 

Diigo -- Free extension with paid premium features available -- Compile annotations, 
highlighted text and notes from multiple sources and tag them for future use. 

Skimzee -- Free extension -- Summarizes news articles from web pages and can also search 
the web for pages with similar content. 

Evernote -- Free app -- Organize photos, text, and audio files and take notes that can be 
scanned and organized.  A way to upload notes and remember appointments to help students. 
Also on iPad/iPhone/iPod Touch, Mac and PC. Evernote works with many tools such as a “Sky 
Pen” or “Smart Notebooks.”  

TechSmith Snagit -- Free extension -- Allows you to take screenshots on your Chromebook 
that can be saved to Google Drive. 

Mapping Tools 
Finally, there are several idea “mapping” and outlining tools available to help organize ideas for 
essay and story writing. 

Lucid Diagram- Chrome Document Add-on and App -- free for educators and students to 
support outlines and mapping to support the writing process. 

MindMup -- Free app for mapping ideas for essays and stories 
Mindmeister -- 3 complex charts at a time for Free app, or Pro app that allows for more  

Anti-Distraction Tools -- Tools to Help with Focus and Study 

Easy Reader-- Free extension -- Helps de-clutter busy web pages and allows the reader to 
focus in on just the material to be read.  Background color contrast, font, size and margins can 
all be changed to increase comprehension. 

 

StayFocusd -- Free extension -- Helps students stay focused by preventing them from visiting 
certain websites, parts of websites, or even types of content for a certain period of time.
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